
Critical Acclaim  
“Every sentence pulses with energy and specificity.”  
—THE PARIS REVIEW (Staff Pick) 
 
“A stunning, crystalline collection.”  
—VOGUE ("The 17 Books We Can't Wait to Read This Fall") 
 
“Hale is our next Lucia Berlin. . . . Perceptive and luscious, these stories are unmissable.” 
—ESQUIRE ("The Best Fall Books of 2019") 
 
“Skillfully introduced and selected by Lauren Groff, . . . Hale’s insightful, artfully constructed 
stories remain irresistible—and relevant—today.”  
—PUBLISHERS WEEKLY (★)  
 
“A welcome reintroduction. . . . Classic examples of the art of short fiction, capturing the vari
ety of human experience with sophisticated economy.”  —KIRKUS REVIEWS (★) 
 
“Seen anew in Lauren Groff’s excellent selection, these stories are very much ofthemoment. 
What an exhilarating book!” —ANN BEATTIE 
 
“A towering talent is returned to the spotlight.”  
—JESSICA DUKES, Celadon Books Distributed by Penguin Random House, Inc.
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THE PRODIGAL WOMEN 
A Novel   
Nancy Hale // With an introduction by Kate Bolick  
 
The other side of Gatsby: the sensational bestseller that  
unveiled the Jazz Age from the flappers’ perspective is restored 
to print for the first time in decades  
 
An uncompromising literary portrait of the interior lives of 
three remarkable women, The Prodigal Women was an explo-
sive hit when published in 1942, the scent of scandal pro-
pelling it to the bestseller list. It tells the intertwined stories of 
Leda March, a lonely New England schoolgirl, and Betsy and 
Maizie Jekyll, daughters of a transplanted Virginia clan who 
upend Leda’s life, tracing their friendship from adolescence 
into adulthood, through prep school bullying, abusive mar-
riages, dangerous liaisons, botched abortions, and feminist 
awakenings, with Leda ultimately turning her back on love  
and desire and embracing her own mysterious inner strength. 

9781598537499 // 875 pp. // $24.95 pb (with French flaps)  

WHERE THE LIGHT FALLS 
Selected Stories                           
Nancy Hale // Edited with an introduction by Lauren Groff  
 
Nancy Hale was considered one of the preeminent short story 
artists of her era, a prolific writer whose long association with 
The New Yorker rivaled that of her contemporary John 
Cheever. Now in paperback, here is Lauren Groff’s acclaimed 
selection of twenty-five of Hale’s best stories, the first career-
spanning edition of this astonishingly gifted writer’s work. 

9781598537482 // 384 pp. // $15.95 pb (with French flaps)  

This Spring, Rediscover Nancy Hale

On sale: 05/09/2023

On sale: 05/09/2023

Lauren Groff is the New York Times-
best-selling author of four novels, 
The Monsters of Templeton, Arcadia, 
Fates and Furies, and Matrix, and 
two short story collections, Delicate 
Edible Birds and Florida. 

Kate Bolick is the author of the best-
selling Spinster: Making a Life of 
One’s Own, a New York Times  
Notable Book of 2015, and co- 
author of March Sisters: On Life, 
Death, and Little Women.




